
Kingdom Fruit - John 12:24-36 2-20-22
Right away let’s set out our outline. 1) Tracking some obstacles, 2) Tracking the text, 3) 

Tracking the mandates, and 4) Tracking the fruit. 
As we’ve been talking about some major issues lately with Christ the King and His 

kingdom (and its fruit) and satan and his kingdom (and its fruit), and I’ll prove in a minute that 
all these elements of this discussion are embedded in this passage we’ve been studying, I want to 
briefly mention first some obstacles that hinder these issues practically and keep us from seeing 
the fullness of the biblical testimony about this great, and important topic.

The first obstacles that I will mention are more general. The first, we bring a lot of our 
baggage to the Bible, which means that we bring a lot of our own preconceived notions and 
opinions to our understanding of the Bible. Everyone does this in some regard. The hard part is 
that when those presuppositions, those previous assumptions, are actually wrong, but we’ve 
believed them to be true for so long it is very hard for us to submit to what God says and to come 
to each text of Scripture without an existing filter we look through to impose on the text. This 
can easily happen the more we’ve spent time in particular church backgrounds or the more we’ve 
been within a particular camp of belief that are inconsistent, unbiblical, or flat out false. So the 
task of the Christian is to try and set those presuppositions aside as much as we can, so that we 
can objectively examine what God says.

Along with this is another obstacle of how to interpret Scripture faithfully. When 
studying Scripture it is often important to have three fundamental principles running together all 
the time. We need to 1) look for the natural sense of the text 2) in light of the type of literature 
we are reading together with 3) the need for Scripture to interpret Scripture. Within those 
fundamental principles there is the need to know when to see the spiritual sense of a text and the 
literal sense of a text and when there is both a spiritual and literal sense to what is said. As this 
happens there ought to be a consistency that lines up with these principles, so that when you go 
to different passages of Scripture you are using those principles the same way each time. These 
are two more general obstacles to deal with when we come to what we’ve been talking about, 
because there are a lot of conflicting opinions on these subjects, which make it more difficult to 
see what God says.

Two other obstacles that deal specifically with our subject of Christ the King, His 
kingdom, and its fruit are these. One, there are inherent retreatist mentalities in many common 
beliefs today that come from misunderstandings of these issues. We retreat from Jesus’ necessary 
lordship in our life and we conjure up an idea that all we need is Him as Savior just to get into 
heaven when we die, that’s it. The Lordship of Christ is lost on our modern have-it-your-way 
Christianity. We also retreat from the evident reality that the kingdom of God is now and not just 
the future eternal state. In this we minimize, at best, our activity in the world and we easily, if we 
are going to recognize somewhat of a kingdom now, then we basically make the church and the 
kingdom synonymous or we over spiritualize the nature and work of the church while putting a 
bubble around it. 

Two, underneath all of these I think is an obstacle that we don’t want to hear, which is our 
desire to not be accountable. We take the Lordship part of salvation, which is a submission to the 
will of Jesus as His slave, which is what the Spirit produces in salvation and continues it on, we 
take that and do away with it, because we want to live the way we want and we want an out, so 
that we can live our type of life. Also we, in the same sense, make the kingdom of God just a 



spiritual matter that is strictly within the church, because we really don’t want to deal with what 
that would mean for us if it had to do with outside the church in the world of life in society 
where we have to face real issues like ethics, law, politics, sexuality, abortion, entertainment 
industries, and so much more. We are fine with talking about what’s wrong with those issues in 
our own little bubble, but we don’t want to actually deal with them. So we separate the sacred 
with the secular and say, “Yeah that’s not our place out there.” There is an inherently escapist 
view on how to navigate life that is comforting to the flesh. It is an out for us to not have to deal 
with a lot of things. We may recognize the mess out there, but, for many reasons, that’s not for 
the church to deal with or we think we will be out of here soon.  

I mention these obstacles, so that we are aware of them, so that we examine our beliefs 
and our lives in the light of Scripture, and to do so as objectively as possible, while we cry out to 
God for that objectivity that the Spirit can produce, because we want to serve Christ the way that 
He maps it out, and so that we recognize our duty in the world that is a blessed purpose for the 
glory of God that should motivate us for what our task really is now. 

I further mention these in hopes that you will see more of the biblical testimony in the 
relationship of all of what we’ve been talking about, which we pull back and now track the text 
as I prove that Christ the King, His present kingdom, and its fruit now, and satan and his  
diminishing kingdom, and its fruit now are embedded in this passage we’ve been studying. Note 
as we go, the context and language as we began this portion of John’s Gospel with the coming of 
Zion’s king. This was a coming into Jerusalem that took place in the time where Jesus wept over 
Jerusalem as a sign of the unfaithfulness of God’s covenant people Israel and the coming 
judgment that would happen to them in their generation. This was prophecy being fulfilled that 
was in the context of judgment and salvation. During this timeframe Jesus says in Matthew 21:43 
to the unfaithful ones, “Therefore I tell you, the kingdom of God will be taken away from you 
and given to a people producing its fruits.” That verse is really key and must be connected to 
what we are and have been driving at lately. So the King is bringing in His kingdom and that 
great transfer really takes place from the death of Jesus. And from Jesus’ death comes fruit. This 
fruit looks like service to the King and self-denial to our own will. This is expressed very clearly 
while Jesus is equating Himself to being this glorious King. So here this fruit that comes from 
Jesus’ death looks like self-denial in that we now forsake the kingdom of darkness, its ruler, his 
power over us, and we die to self as we come to life in Christ as we enter into His kingdom. And 
further, that death to self is then a constant reality and presence that shows that we have been 
given new life. We have forsaken the old life. Also, this fruit shows itself in service, which is a 
submission to the King and His will. This shows the progression of the new life that will happen, 
because of the presence and abiding work of the Holy Spirit. These two elements from the fruit 
of Jesus’ death clearly describe the nature of the kingdom of God, self-denial and service. 
Further, as we track the text to prove our subject matter, notice the ruler language used to 
describe Jesus and satan. They are in stark contrast of each other and the one true King is the one 
who casts out the other king who had stolen a position of king and ruler that was never his to 
begin with. He had stolen dominion, but, as we so importantly said last week, this stealing was 
allowed by God and was part of His sovereign plan the whole time. So then as this casting out 
happens it gives way to this kingdom of Christ coming in, in visible and tangible ways, which 
will be the thrust of where we are going today. Notice also the explicit and implicit language of 
darkness and light that describe the character of these two kingdoms. As we’ve tracked this text I 



hope it is clear to you what is embedded within this text that proves why we have taken our time 
with this. We need this so much in our day and it is quite timely that God would bring this to us, 
so we deeply desire to be a faithful church in the midst of a land where many churches are falling 
before a different lord in worship and obedience or are retreating into silence and inactivity out 
there in society. 

This brings us to tracking the mandates that have always existed from the garden on, that 
we need to renew ourselves in daily. These, like the context and language that we just discussed, 
these can be seen in this passage. 

The first is, be fruitful and multiply. At the very beginning man was commanded to be 
fruitful and multiply. This mandate was never retracted and in the physical reality of a man and a 
woman being fruitful and multiplying there is the direct connection to the deeper spiritual reality 
that drives at the purpose of Christ and that nature of the gospel. For one, out of the death of 
Christ there would be guaranteed fruit ordained by God to be the salvation of those that He gave 
Jesus to come and die for and to gather in. This death was illustrated by a grain of wheat that 
once it died would produce fruit. This, two, then is connected to how this fruit is produced within 
time after the death of Jesus, because those people He died for then have to be saved somehow as 
they live. We are not automatically saved the moment we breath life. That result of Jesus’ death 
has to be applied to sinners somehow. And that somehow is by the Holy Spirit working through 
the gospel to bring a sinner to Christ and that’s when they are brought to life and saved. So the 
gospel is described in many ways as a seed that God by His sovereign grace plants within the 
good soil of the new heart and that seed abides and grows to produce fruit. So in this process of 
the gospel seed being spread by God we hear the same language being used where the gospel is 
being fruitful and multiplying. Acts 12:24, “But the word of God increased and multiplied.” In 
Colossians 1 Paul says to the believers in Colossae that the gospel, “has come to you, as indeed 
in the whole world it is bearing fruit and increasing.” So God gives the growth in all these areas 
yet we are called to be fruitful and multiply in the Great Commission, which is how God shows 
more and more that the ruler of this world has been cast out and that His kingdom is expanding.

The second mandate is to live holy lives freed from lawlessness. This obviously we know 
didn’t happen in the garden, because Adam fell. But he was commanded to live a holy life free 
from lawlessness by obeying the command that he received from God. This mandate hasn’t gone 
away. This is where we need a clear understanding of salvation. We are saved by grace alone 
through faith alone, but that grace is what works by the power of God and therefore that faith 
that is produced is a living faith that shows evidence of its life. We are commanded to obey the 
gospel, which is to repent of our sin and to believe in Jesus. These are commands that we don’t 
obey in our own power whether it is a full power on our own or a co-operating, contributing 
power where we work with God. God’s grace is the power and that is produced by the Spirit 
without any help from us. This then inseparably and automatically, by the Spirit, produces faith, 
which is a fruit of regeneration, of being born again, not a cause. And that faith shows itself in a 
submission to the will of our King, our Lord. So the purpose of salvation is not just to get you 
into heaven. The purpose of salvation is to put on display the power of God’s grace, which 
glorifies Jesus in bringing us to life and causing us to live in obedience. The purpose of Jesus 
was to redeem us from all lawlessness. The purpose of the grace of God is to train us to renounce 
all ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live self-controlled, upright, and godly lives in the 
present age (Titus 2:11-14). From the moment we are saved onward the glory and nature of the 



kingdom of Jesus is seen visibly in His subjects. It’s here that I share a quote from Geerhardus 
Vos a great Dutch-American theologian that ought to really help us in this discussion. He says, 
“The kingship of God, as his recognized and applied supremacy, is intended to pervade and 
control the whole life of human life in all its forms of existence. This the parable of the leaven 
plainly teaches. These various forms of human life have each their own sphere in which they 
work and embody themselves. There is a sphere of science, a sphere of art, a sphere of the family 
and of the state, a sphere of commerce and industry. Whenever one of these spheres comes under 
the controlling influence of the principle of the divine supremacy and glory, and this outwardly 
reveals itself, there we can truly say that the kingdom of God has become manifest.” What a 
remarkable statement that brings us to the third mandate and then to track the fruit.

The third mandate is to have dominion over all the earth. Immediately we need to 
recognize that this dominion, as I said last week, is not an imposing, dictator-type dominion that 
demands submission in an authoritarian, tyrannical way and persecutes anyone who does not 
comply. This dominion recognizes the King and the need for all people to obey the King, even 
unbelievers and in society, which is where the uses of the law are really important. So this 
dominion first starts with our heart and our new life in Christ. Our own submission to the will of 
the King and evidence of that in all of life should show Christ’s dominion in us and then through 
us. This dominion then affects what we do, in all aspects. This has the Great Commission 
embedded in it where, while we are going in life, on the authority of Christ alone, we are to make 
disciples, baptize the nations, and command all people to obey Christ the King and all that He 
has commanded. This is the dominion that does not keep quiet in the world, but says, “Thus saith 
the Lord.” Like John the Baptist when he confronted the sinfulness of King Herod when he said, 
“It is not lawful for you to have your brother’s wife!” It is the dominion of Christ in and over us 
that brings out a dominion from us, on His authority, that exposes the darkness of an apostate 
church and an unjust society. It is a dominion that tells humanity, in whatever area of society it 
comes up in, that there is a King who reigns over all kings and you need to obey Him in all you 
do. You know what that having dominion in the world does then? It confronts people with the 
law of God, so that the gospel can then fill that void when the sinner sees his condemnation 
before God and sees the impossibility to please God in any way, because of their wicked heart 
and sinful nature that produces lawlessness at every turn. This is the model that Jesus uses 
constantly, which should be our model. And through this whole endeavor we should have a deep 
desire to see the fruit of the kingdom present in the world.

And this is where we need to be more specific and talk about the fruit of the kingdom in 
tangible ways as we come to tracking the fruit, in what grows, what is produced. First, we need 
to recognize a reality of the kingdom of heaven on earth, which is now and not strictly future, 
though it looks to the future when it will be made perfect in all ways. These aspects should be 
clear when we read a passage like Matthew 13:24-30, 36-43 [READ]. There’s two main aspects 
from that text that we need to recognize that bring us into tracking the fruit tangibly. One, the 
sons of the kingdom are dispersed throughout the world, this world. Two, at the very end Jesus 
will gather out of His kingdom “all causes of sin and all law-breakers.” So this should give us a 
clearer perspective of the kingdom of heaven on earth, which exists within a fallen world first 
before it is brought to perfection at the start of the eternal state. To then recognize what the fruit 
of the kingdom looks like we are going to go to Galatians 5 and Ephesians 5. And when we do, 
notice that it is the same context and language that we see here in John 12. We first go to 



Galatians 5, but we won’t just think about the fruit of the Spirit, which is the obvious place to go. 
What I want us to see is that we can get a real good picture of more fruit of the kingdom when 
we look at what is opposite of what is listed in the works of the flesh. [READ Galatians 5:16-21]

So let’s take the first three in the list first. When a Christian film-maker honors what God 
has created regarding human sexuality then you won’t see sexual immorality, impurity, and 
sensuality present in the films. And it’s not just the overt things, but also the situations that 
encourage the passions and lusts to come up. Also, if films honored God in this area in particular 
then wouldn’t that benefit marriages and kids growing up who need healthy perspectives? 
Outside the example of entertainment, what if we didn’t treat our relationships the way we do 
now? Divorce is so common today and it happens for so many different reasons that shouldn’t 
warrant divorce and they involve these issues a lot of the time. Marriage is treated like a 
superficial high school relationship nowadays that can just be tossed out whenever you feel like 
it. Also, having children outside of marriage is no big deal today, physical action in 
“experimenting” is considered fun and necessary, and the youth are flooded with all kinds of 
influences to give in, in these particular areas. What if it were the opposite and the way we lived 
honored God in these areas? The divorce rate would plummet, physical action outside of 
marriage would exist in the darkness where it should exist in and it would be used as a mirror for 
the sinner to look into when they fall in these areas, and kids would grow up with the truth of 
God as a beacon of light to direct their path in purity and all else. When God is honored in all 
these areas, and there are so many more examples we could mention, then we see the kingdom of 
heaven existing on earth. 

Take idolatry. When idolatry is recognized as the worship of self by the use of any means 
that is in the place of or together with the worship of the one true God then we would be on 
guard in our lives. Anything can be made into an idol that is used to worship self, as all idols turn 
toward self-worship. The many common ones today can be sports, entertainment, money, 
gaming, our phones, social media, self-image, and so many more. And what needs to exist here is 
the awareness of when these things are turning into an idol, which is asked with the question, 
“How much do I need this? Am I able to really live without this if it is getting to be too much or 
if it is taking the place of the will of God?” There are so many professing Christians that need 
their sports, that need their gaming, that need their phones, and they can’t live without them in 
the short term or in the long term. What are we willing to give up if we see that something is an 
idol? The rich young ruler wasn’t willing to give up his possessions for Christ, but the woman at 
the well was willing to give up her deviant relationships for Christ. What about us? When we 
give them up or don’t hold onto them in one hand and try to have Jesus in the other, then we see 
the kingdom of heaven existing on earth. There is a connection here with sorcery, which 
addresses Wicca, witchcraft, superstition, divination, magic and there are far too many professing 
Christians that try to syncretize, blend that paganism with Christianity. That can’t be done and 
when we entertain such things as being good or no big deal then that’s not the evidence of the 
kingdom of heaven on earth, but is the evidence of the kingdom of darkness. 

Let’s think about the last ones in the context of the home. Is there animosity, bitterness, 
strife, harsh and real conflict, jealousy, fits of heated intense emotion, envy, self-seeking 
ambition, falsehoods allowed and given into, or drunkenness in the home? If there is then that’s 
not the kingdom of heaven being manifest in the home. So the Christian is to actively, by the 
Spirit, kill these works of the flesh, so that the opposite exists and continues to exist within the 



home, or wherever. Only then can we say that the kingdom of heaven is existing on earth as it is 
in heaven. “On earth as it is in heaven” is a good litmus test for whether or not we really see the 
kingdom on earth. Ask this, “Is this how it would look in heaven?,” which is to say, “is this 
bringing honor and glory to God as is done in heaven and is this showing His authority and rule 
in my life as His authority and rule is in heaven?” This reality should increasingly, not perfectly 
in the increase or be perfectly present in every area of life, but this reality should increasingly 
spread out to affect all of my life, because the Lord rules and sanctifies. 

Same needs to be said in what Ephesians 5:8-10, 15-17 says, “8 Walk as children of light 
9 (for the fruit of light is found in all that is good and right and true), 10 and try to discern what 
is pleasing to the Lord.” “15 Look carefully then how you walk, not as unwise but as wise, 16 
making the best use of the time, because the days are evil. 17 Therefore do not be foolish, but 
understand what the will of the Lord is.” Who defines what is good, right, and true? It is God. So 
then I should be walking in what He says is good, right, and true, which is not what many 
professing Christians are walking in today. Many are supporting abortion, being silent on 
abortion, giving passes for when abortion can be ok, and obeying Roe v Wade. Walking as 
children of light is also not living by this mantra, “I’m opposed to that personally, but I’m not 
going to impose my values on others.” It is not giving into a secularism that is a lie and doesn’t 
exist, because there is no such thing as a neutrality out in the world of education, entertainment, 
politics, and ethics. It is not living for the weekend, meaning that you just work hard to play 
hard, you live for self and the “enjoyment” of life with a bunch of vacations or a bunch of toys or 
a bunch of comfort or a bunch of whatever. 

When the children of light walk in the light then the kingdom of heaven is present and 
will increase by the faithfulness of the Spirit that works within us in this fallen world to build His 
kingdom, to advance His kingdom, and to glorify the King of this kingdom.


